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1.) What events has your Young Member Group hosted (including education sessions, site tours, 
outreach, exam review, etc.) to foster professional development among your members? 
What event or activity did your membership find to be the most beneficial and why? 

This past year, we focused on increasing the breadth of our events with the goal of widening participation and 
fostering increased involvement.  

We kickstarted the SEAoNY year with a Trivia Night at a local pub. Questions were written to test engineering and 
pop-cultural knowledge. We divided the groups that came together to encourage attendees to meet new people 
and develop effective communication and teamwork. 

Education events continued with a joint lecture, co-hosted with ASCE’s SEI titled, “Bad Vibrations: Forensic 
Investigations of Dynamic Structures,” for which participants were able to earn 1.5 PDH credits. This lecture 
provided insight into structural analysis for vibration, and allowed us to establish a relationship with the ASCE, 
while providing a link across a broader spectrum of disciplines. We take pride in our efforts to bring 46 diverse 
participants together - structural engineers, geotechnical engineers, site civil engineers, and even a petroleum 
engineer!  

In April, we hosted our most popular event yet, Night at the WTC Observation Deck, drawing many first time 
SEAoNY YMG participants. Eighty-nine engineers came to network atop the tallest building in the Western 
Hemisphere. Attendees were treated to a private talk about the engineering behind the WTC. This event provided 
both social and educational benefits - encouraging participants to learn about the industry by engaging with a 
specific structure and providing motivation for overall enthusiasm for the profession.  

Additionally, we focused on expanding offerings into Community Service. For National Engineer’s Week, we 
gathered volunteers to participate in “Kid’s Day” at the New York Hall of Science, hosted by ASCE Met Section. 
Throughout the year, we also partner with the SEAoNY’s Education Committee to provide volunteers and help 
organize events such as StructureQuest, a city-wide scavenger hunt, and Shadow a Structural Engineer Day which 
provides opportunity for college students interact with practicing engineers. 
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  2.) What has your Young Member Group done to reach out to new young members over the last 
year and what has the result been (including growth in membership)? What is the current 
size of the active Young Member Group relative to the MO membership size? 

This year, we focused on forming ties with the other SEAoNY Committees and perfecting our events from last year. 
We successfully created strong ties with the Education and University Outreach Committee, Diversity Committee and 
Membership Committee. We’ve also been working with SEAoNY’s Website Committee to create our own tab on our 
MO’s website. 

We incorporated survey feedback on event location and pricing to entice and retain members by making our events 
easily accessible and affordable. Many individual committee members drew from their personal contacts to invite 
people from other firms. We created SEAoNY YMG T-shirts that we used as prizes and wore during volunteer outings 
to spread the word about our organization. We’ve co-programed with other groups like the Salvadori Foundation, 
ASCE’s Met Section Structure’s Group and ASCE’s local YMF to attract other engineers in the area. 

Our current MO is about 527 active members, of which 136 have self-reported as Young Members. This year, young 
membership in our MO grew by 53 individuals, including 26 who signed up specifically to attend a YMG event. We had 
30 more people participate in our top 4 largest events than last year (159 up from 139). Our events have been so 
popular, some have sold out! 

We also increased our attendee membership rate to a new high of 55%, swinging the majority from non-members to 
members. We have continued to encourage young engineers to become members by offering discounted event 
registration, especially for events like our private museum tours. We’ve started offering ‘members only’ benefits, like 
eligibility for our first annual photo contest that will be presented at the annual boat cruise. Photos will be posted to 
social media, which will encourage people to visit our page and images will be used on future event flyers. 

3.) What has your Young Member Group done to foster networking with senior members of 
your MO, within the YMG, and with other disciplines (i.e. architects, contractors)? What 
lessons/educational opportunities have come from interacting with these groups? 

One of the main goals for our Young Member Group this year was to provide avenues to share ideas, knowledge, and 
create essential opportunities for members to grow their professional network. Our drive for networking has stemmed 
from promoting events designed to create innovating dialogues within our MO, along with other disciplines in our 
industry.  

This year we implemented a new event series - “Recap and Rewind” sessions, consisting of hosting a recap and 
networking session, following technical lectures and programs at a nearby restaurant or bar. Our first R&R was held 
after SEAoNY’s Diversity Committee Event centered around the SE3 Project - it was a great inauguration for the series 
with over half of the lecture attendees participating. This was also a nice synergy to be able to support the newly 
formed Diversity Committee, and create even more enthusiasm for their first event. These sessions provide an 
opportunity for Young Members to be integrated into the greater SEAoNY community, and for more established 
members to get to know us; They’re a chance for attendees to continue the lecture discussion, while expanding their 
professional network.  

These sessions were so successful, that even without planning a formal event, attendees of our WTC tour took it upon 
themselves to arrange their own “Recap and Rewind” to continue discussions with their peers following the event. A 
group of approximately 25 members organized dinner and drinks afterwards at a nearby restaurant. 

In appreciation for all of the support we get from young members throughout the year, we also hosted our 2nd annual 
Holiday Party. The fun atmosphere allows attendees to get to know their fellow members in a social setting. This event 
also draws in many new members, from a wide range of companies, increasing the reach of the YMG within the 
community. 
 



 
Member Testimonials 

Testimonial #1, Frankie Nagel: I joined SEAoNY and the Education Committee shortly after starting my career about 
five years ago to meet new people and get involved in the organization. Last year, some of us decided to branch off 
and create the SEAoNY Young Members Group (YMG). We were all eager to get this group off the ground. This year, I 
am serving as Financial Coordinator. My responsibilities include managing the overall budget and coordinating with 
other group leaders to discuss events for the year. This has forced me to be more proactive and plan ahead in order 
to be able to offer a wide variety of events throughout the year, while working around a specific budget. This role has 
helped me grow as a leader, which is beneficial as I continue to grow in my professional career. For each event, we 
need to figure out how much to charge participants to offset some of the cost of the event, as well as predict the 
number of participants to make sure we could offer this event and still maintain the overall budget for the year. This 
is always a tough and challenging task, but with our planning and committee discussion, we hit our targets, and it is 
great that we can host events with large turnouts - this year, we had 5 events exceeding 35 attendees! We started the 
year off with our Annual Trivia Night, which required a lot of planning to figure out the venue, trivia theme, and 
questions. We enacted a team format that included multiple companies, which allowed myself and other participants 
to meet some new people and share interesting things about our work. We have worked with other SEAoNY 
committees to offer ‘Recap & Rewind’ sessions after technical presentations to keep the discussion going while 
enjoying some food and drinks afterwards. These events provide an opportunity for myself and other young 
professionals to network and have conversations with other attendees on the lecture. I have met great people being 
a part of the SEAoNY YMG and it has been very rewarding to host and participate in all of the events that we offer. We 
are continually brainstorming new events, ideas, and volunteering opportunities, and I am excited to be a part of this 
group that is sure to make a lasting impact not only on the participants who come out to our events, but also on all of 
us committee members.  

Testimonial #2 Jacob Pulfer: I joined the SEAoNY Young Member Group about a year ago. I had been sporadically 
attending SEAoNY seminars, but had not really participating otherwise. I wanted to get involved, but as a recent 
graduate, I was concerned that I wouldn’t have much to offer. That’s when I ran into the YMG. I have found the YMG 
to a be a great organization to meet other structural engineers of all levels of experience, to become more active in 
the professional community, and to have some fun. I met a few YMG committee members after the annual SEAoNY 
boat cruise and at some of the YMG ‘Recap & Rewind’ networking/social events and asked if I could get involved. I was 
invited to the next committee meeting, and have been helping ever since. It has been a great way to stay involved and 
up to date on SEAoNY events. This year the YMG has worked hard to provide a diverse range of events. We have had 
volunteer events with the ASCE Met Section’s Kid’s Day for Engineering Week and the upcoming Salvadori Center’s 
Annual Charrette, where students and design professionals tackle challenging engineering problems together. These 
volunteer events are important to me because they allow me to give back to my community, and help promote 
engineering as a viable profession. Being involved with YMG has also helped to develop my networking skills in a less 
intimidating environment - this spring, we co-hosted a lecture with the ASCE SEI which turned out to be a nice inter-
professional organization networking event, and just last month, we had a successful YMG social event at the top of 
the WTC. I’m also looking forward to partnering with Hilti in an event this summer to provide a demonstration of 
anchor fastening technology - it’s exciting to be able to participate in a hands-on event, which I can apply to my daily 
work. One of my favorite SEAoNY events this year was the All Day Seminar on Building Renovations and Alterations in 
New York City. The presentations were wide-ranging, yet specific about challenges for building renovations in a dense 
city. I found that the information was both highly informative and pertinent to my projects. Immediately following the 
presentations, the YMG hosted a ‘Recap & Rewind’ to allow everyone to get together to rehash the day over a couple 
of drinks. We had great attendance, and it was an effective addition to the seminar. Overall, it has been exciting year 
to be a part of the SEAoNY YMG and I am happy to have had a chance to help it grow. Hosting and attending our events 
has been a beneficial experience for me - by creating a space for me to meet other engineers, I have been able to share 
experiences and learn more about the industry, and I know that many others can say the same. We have already 
started planning new events for next year, and we hope it will be even more successful than the last. 
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